Travis Epperson
class 5
I support the jailbreaking of both smartphones/tablets and Game consoles. I am a regular user and often use custom
applications that I can only get via jailbreaking.
I have an Apple Iphone 4, and Ipad that I use as mobile devices on a daily basis. On my Iphone I use jailbreaking to
allow me to add an easier locking method to my iphone along with adding a more robust folders system that makes it
easier to use my device. I also add many other customizations that make my phone easier for me to use on a daily
basis. None of these things are allowed in the normal app store and I would not have such an easy FOR ME to use
device without jailbreaking. I also jailbreak my iPad because it allows me to lock it down in ways that are not possible
without a jailbreak. I have two kids that love to use my iPad but often open apps they shouldn't or delete data of mine
by mistake. By jailbreaking i'm able to add a program that lets me lock each folder or app indevidually allowing my
kids to use the iPad without worry of stumbling into something they shouldn't or deleting my data be accident. I also
have added a problem that uses the programs graphics that were intented for the iphone retina display which makes
them look MUCH better on the iPad. Why Apple doens't do that already I don't know, but it's only possible with
Jailbreak.
I have a wii as a game console. I use jailbreaking on the wii to allow me to play DVDs on the wii. The wii out of the
box will not play dvd's and yet if I jailbreak it I can add this extra functionality that it is capible of that I could NOT
get otherwise. I also enjoy having access to homebrew games that my friends make. I wouldn't be able to play them if
it weren't for the jailbreak. I also have a PS3 that I would like to jailbreak. Since Sony no longer supports the linux
OS I have been unable to get this function. I would like to be able to use it for special projects and to fully utilize the
system while not gaming. I would like to be able to leagaly jailbreak it to add the functionality that it was orgionaly
sold with.
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